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1. **SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS**

This software can be installed on a personal computer having the following hardware:

- Processor: Core 2 duo or better
- RAM Memory: 2 GBytes or greater
- Hard Disk: 2 GBytes
- Display: 1280 x 768 pixels resolution or better
- Peripherals: Mouse or compatible pointing device
- Peripherals: USB interface TCSMCNAM3M002P cable
- Web access: No

Having the following operating systems:

- Microsoft Windows 8.1 Professional Edition 32 Bit & 64 Bit
- Microsoft Windows 7 Professional Edition 32 Bit & 64 Bit

Please note the following information from Microsoft:

**Windows XP support has ended**

As of April 8, 2014, support and updates for Windows XP are no longer available.

Don't let your PC go unprotected.

eXLhoist Configuration SW requires Administrator rights to be installed.

For further information contact your Schneider Electric support center.
2. IMPORTANT INFORMATION

2.1. Provided templates and project examples

*******Disclaimer of Warranty*******

THE INFORMATION CONTAINED HEREIN, AND WITHIN ANY RELATED SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC DOCUMENTATION, IS PROVIDED "AS IS" WITHOUT WARRANTIES OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, NON-INFRINGEMENT OR OTHER VIOLATION OF RIGHTS. SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC DOES NOT WARRANT OR MAKE ANY REPRESENTATIONS REGARDING THE USE, VALIDITY, ACCURACY, OR RELIABILITY OF, OR THE RESULTS OF THE USE OF, OR OTHERWISE, RESPECTING THE MATERIALS, SPECIFICATIONS, CHARACTERISTICS OR OTHER INFORMATION SPECIFIED HEREIN. FURTHERMORE, ALL WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, REPRESENTATIONS, INDEMNITIES AND GUARANTEES WITH RESPECT TO THE ACCURACY, OPERATION, CAPACITY, SPEED, FUNCTIONALITY, QUALIFICATIONS, OR CAPABILITIES OF THE SOFTWARE, SYSTEMS AND SERVICES COMPRISING OR UTILIZED IN THE COURSE OF APPLYING THIS INFORMATION, SPECIFICATIONS, OR MATERIALS, WHETHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, ARISING BY LAW, CUSTOM, PRIOR ORAL OR WRITTEN STATEMENTS BY SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC, OR OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR PARTICULAR PURPOSE, TITLE AND NON-INFRINGEMENT) ARE HEREBY EXPRESSLY EXCLUDED AND DISCLAIMED.

*******Disclaimer of Liability*******

UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR FORESEEABLE MISUSE) WILL SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, PUNITIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, DELAYS, LOSS OF DATA OR PROFIT) ARISING OUT OF THE APPLICATION OF THE INFORMATION, SPECIFICATIONS, CHARACTERISTICS OR MATERIALS CONTAINED HEREIN EVEN IF SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES.

The information, program and configuration contained herein, as in other Schneider Electric documentation, are provided as general training on the products concerned, in part, by way of theoretical and/or hypothetical examples. Only you, the user, can be aware of all the conditions and factors present during setup, operation, and maintenance of your machine and its application; therefore, only you, the user, can determine the automation equipment and the related safeties and interlocks which can be properly used. When selecting automation and control equipment and related software for a particular application, you must refer to the applicable local and national standards and regulations.

******************************************************************************
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3. NEW FEATURES

3.1. New features in V3.0.7

The new features listed below are available with ZART** and ZARB** from FW version ≥ V3.0.0:
- Radio range of the Base station and Remote device can be configurable with the Configuration SW.

3.2. New features in V3.0.5

The new features listed below are available with ZART** and ZARB** from FW version ≥ V1.0.0:
- Horn duration can be set to "0" second
- If a special function is assigned to a relay (e.g., horn), then the motion relays can be assigned to the same relay. Example, the crane automatically activates the horn relay in case of traveling motion.

The new features listed below are available with ZART** and ZARB** from FW version ≥ V3.0.0:
- Data storage only with ZAR****M
  - Count of axis activation, time, pulsating and back tracking
  - Threshold assignment on each axis
  - Data recovery SW: the Data recovery SW can download the data stored in the Base station and can reset some data.
  - Addition of a data storage tab assignment in the Configuration SW
  - Addition of maintenance relay: the maintenance relay is close when at least one data storage threshold is overpassed.
- MBC features only with ZAR****M
  - Master feature on display remote
  - Slave feature on LED remote and display remote
  - Unpairing relay on the Base station
  - Motion feedback and limit switches features in pairing A+B => New limit switch assignment tab in the configuration SW.
- Up to 2 auxiliary selectors with the Remote device ZART12D
- Restricted pairing of the Base station can be disabled. If the restricted pairing is disabled, then the Base station accept the pairing to any remote device without Power OFF cycle.
- Radio level of the Base station can be configurable with the Configuration SW
- Radio level of the Remote can be configurable with the Configuration SW
- Remote fall & shock detection is disabled by default and can be enabled.
- Button 7 can be assigned as a "standalone" button.
- Last error code of the Base station is accessible on the device identity tab in the configuration SW.
- Unintended motion detection feature with the motion feedback
- Software update: automatic check of the last version of Configuration Software
3.3. New features in V2.0.12

The new features listed below are available with ZART** and ZARB** from FW version ≥ V2.0.0:
- Auxiliary selector can be configured to be enabled in STOP only or in STOP & START.
- Auxiliary selector is configured to enabled in STOP & START by default
- Standby timeout (automatic START => STOP) can be disabled
- Power saving timeout (automatic power OFF of the Remote) can be disabled
- Base station details on the device identity tab of the Configuration SW
- Remove of START access sequence 5-6-5-6 on the factory setting.
- FW update of the Remote device with the Configuration SW with TCSMCNAM3M002P cable

3.4. New features in V1.0.25

Translation issues are fixed from the V1.0.24.
4. MAIN FEATURES

4.1. Software features

7 languages are available: English, French, German, Italian, Spanish, simplified Chinese and Portuguese.

MBC Multi Bridge Control systems can be configured.
Data storage functionality can be configured.
Radio range can be configured.
5. LIMITATIONS

5.1. eXLhoist Software

The configuration file of a Remote Device which firmware version $\geq$ v3.0 cannot be downloaded with a eXLhoist Configuration Software $\leq$ V2.

If a ZART***M Remote is connected to eXLhoist Configuration SW, then the reference code and the code EAN13 displayed in the Device Identify tab are those of standard Remote products.
6. DOCUMENTATION UPDATE

The help file is available only in English language.